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1.) 3D measurement methods using structured light
Methods, which are using structured light, are encoding the object's surface with a sequence
of projection patterns in order to prepare it for a good data analysis of the aquired images.
Assuming a perfect encoding of the surface, it would be possible to find a correspondence
pixel for every image point, thus yielding a 3Dpoint for every image point. As it is necessary
to analyse two different views both discrete viewgrids overlap on the object. If these grids are
geomtrically similar there will be an areal modulation of the pixel to pixel overlap on the object,
which may have negative sideeffects on methods using structured light. We are showing this Figure 1: Schematic drawing of an
effect with a technique using statistical patterns to encode the objects surface.
structured light setup
2.) Classification of two pixels of different views

Figure 2: Drawing of an overlapp of two CCDGrids on an object, as
well as an overview of the classification scheme.

A classification of two image points originating from
different views can be acomplished by looking at the
overlap of said pixels on the object. Image points which
overlap perfectly are classified as homologous points. As
figure 2 shows this case is not realised even for simple
setups. If there is a partial overlapp of two image points
they will be classified as quasihomologous points as
they are supposed to be aligned to each other as
correspondence points. If there is no overlap a pair of
image points will be called nonhomologous points.

3.) Structured light using statistical patterns
A sequence of statistical brightdark patterns [1], [2] is projected onto an object. A stereoview is synchronously captured for
every pattern of the sequence. After the measurement is finished the grayvalue sequence of every pixel is correlated with the
correpondent sequence of every pixel of the second view. The homologous pair according to this method is the pixelpair which
correlates best.
4.) Experimental results
In figure 3 two 3D reconstructions of a plane are presented, which differ only by
the relative rotations of the used cameras. The first reconstruction shows a
structure of holes in the point cloud. As the cameras were not rotated to each
other the structure of both CCDgrids on the object were similar, which creates a
moiré like areal modulation of the pixel overlap. The holes are a result of areas
where quasihomologous points overlap poorly. The second reconstruction
shows the identical scene captured by cameras rotated to each other by 30°.
The holes have disappeared. Both grids are rotated to each other on the object
so that the moiré disturbance has decreased in size.
5.) Conclusion
Depending on the used CCD, capturegeometry and objectgeoemtry there may
be holes in the reconstruction of an object.By slightly rotating both cameras to
each other the moirélike holes were surpressed. By using different CCD
cameras for the two views it is possible to avoid the holes without a relative
rotation of the cameras. In [3] the results and it's interpretation are supported by
using a general illumination model to show the effects of overlapping grids.
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